INTRODUCTION
The Eulerian numbers A nk are usually defined by means of the generating function For references see [5, pp. 487-491] , [6] , [7] , [8, Ch. 8] .
In an earlier expository paper [1] one of the writers has discussed algebraic and arithmetic properties of the Eulerian numbers but did not include any combinatorial properties. The simplest combinatorial interpretation is that A nk is the number of permutations of .
Z n = I lZ~.,n I with k rises, where we agree to count a conventional rise to the left of the first element. Conversely if we define A nk as the number of such permutations, the recurrence (1.3) and the symmetry relation (1.4) follow almost at once but it is not so easy to obtain the generating function. The symmetry relation (1.4) is by no means obvious from either (1.1) or (1.2) . This suggests the introduction of the following symmetrical notation: (1.5) A(r,s) = A r+s+1fS+1 = Ar+s+Ur+l = Ms,r).
It is then not difficult to verify that (1. The generating function (1.7) suggests the following generalization.
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(1.8) £ ) A(r,s\a,$) ( Moreover A (r,s\a, fi) satisfies the recurrence (1.9)
A(r,s\a,$) = (r + $)A(r,s -1\a,$) + h +a)A(r-1,s\a,$).
It follows from (1.9) and A(0,Q\a,$) = 1 that A(r,s\a,(3) is a polynomial in a,j3 and that the numerical coefficients in this polynomial are positive integers. Algebraic properties of A(r,s\a,fi) corresponding to the known properties of A(r,s) have been obtained in [ 3 ] ; also this paper includes a number of combinatorial applications. We shall give a brief account of these results in the present paper. Of the combinatorial applications we mention in particular the following two. Let P(r,s,k) denote the number of permutations of Z r + S -1 with r rises, s falls and k maxima; we count a conventional fall on the extreme right as well as a conventional rise on the left. We show ( The case a +j3 equal to zero or a negative integer requires special treatment As an application of (1.9) we cite minim, n)
For additional results see §8 below.
THE N U M B E R S 4 M Let
denote an arbitrary permutation of Z n . A rise is a pair of consecutive elements a,-, a-l+ i such that a\ < a/^.;; & fall is a pair a,-,. a,-+j such that ay >a,+ f. In addition we count a conventional rise to the left of 5 ; and a conventional fall to the right of a n . If IT has r + 1 rises and 5 + 1 falls, it is clear that
Let A(r,s) denote the number of permutations of Z r+s +i with r + 1 rises and s+ 1 falls. Let 7rbe a typical permutation with r + 1 rises ands-+ 1 falls and consider the effect of inserting the additional element n + 1. Sf it is inserted in a rise, the number of rises remains unchanged while the number of falls is increased by one; if it is inserted in a fall, the number of rises is increased by one while the number of falls is unchanged. This implies
s) = (r + 1)A(r, s-1) + (s+ 1)A(r -Is).
Next if TX= (a ja 2 -a n ) and we put 
We therefore have the second generating function
We note that iteration of (2.9) gives
and define A(r,s\a,$) by means of
Then we have
A(rj\1,1) = A(r,s) ,

Airfi11,0) = A(r-1, s), A(r,s\O r 1) = A(r,s-1) ,
It is easily verified that
In the next place we have
Hence by (3.5)
This yields the recurrence (3.8)
A(r,s\a,$) = (r + $)A(r,s-1\a,$) + (s + a)A(r-l,s\a,$) .
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We can also show, after some manipulation, that r (3. 9 , A^a^i'^^'VY^i^Atr-^tM.
If we take s = 0 and make use of (3.4) we get where B(j,k-j) depends also on r, s,a,$ and is homogeneous of degree k in r, s, a, j3.-Applying (3.8) to (3.11) we get
Replacing k by / + k -1 this reduces to We remark that (3.21) is equivalent to it follows that (4.
1(1 k) = A(j,k\-s-a,-r-P)
3) The special case We find that
To get a generating function for C(n,j\a) put u=x + y, v = xy in (4.2). We get after some manipulation
The following values of A(r,$), C(n,j) are easily computed. 
A(r,s)
ENUMERATION BY RISES, FALLS AMD MAXIMA
We consider first the enumeration of permutations by number of maxima. Let M(n,k) denote the number of permutations of Z n with k maxima. Since we count a conventional fall on the right there is no ambiguity in counting the number of maxima. For example the permutation (1243) has one maxima while (3241) has two.
Let 7r denote an arbitrary permutation of Z n with k maxima. If the element/? + 1 is inserted immediately to the left or right of a maximum the number of maxima does not change. If however it is inserted in any other position, the number of maxima becomes k+h Therefore we have EUIERIAN NUMBERS AND OPERATORS [FEB.
If we take a = 1 in (4.3) we get This result may be compared with [ 4 ] . We now consider the enumeration of permutations by rises, falls and maxima. Let P(r, s, k) denote the number of permutations with r rises, s falls and k maxima, subject to the usual conventions. Let 7fbe an arbitrary permutation with r rises, s falls and k maxima and consider the effect of inserting the additional element r + s. There are four possibilities depending on the location of the new element. We accordingly get the recurrence (
5.6) P(r, s, k) = kP(r -7, s, k) + kP(r, s-1,k) + (r-k+ 1)P(r, s -1,k -1) +($ -k+ 1)P(r -1,s,k-1).
It is convenient to put 
fa,/3ASEQUENCES
Let a,|3 be fixed positive integers. We shall generalize rises, falls and maxima in the following way. In addition to the "real" elements 1, 2, -,n we introduce two kinds of "virtual" elements which will be denoted by the symbols 0, 0'. There are a symbols 0 and /? symbols 0'. To begin wrth (n = 1) we have Let P(r, s, k|a, $) denote the number of fa,/^-sequences with r rises, s falls and k maxima. Then we have the recurrence (6.2)
P(r,s,k\a,&) = (k + -1)P{r-1,s, k\a,$) + (k + -1)P(r,s-1,k\a,&) + (r-k+ 1)P(r, s-1,k-1 \a,0) + (s~k + 1)P(r -1,s,k1\a,$).
In the special casea = j3we put 
Giz) = J^ * W
Giz) = XG(z)(x + xyF(z)) + \( 1 + y.F(z)).
The solution of this differential equation is
we have _ (7.6)
We now consider the genera! case. It follows from the definition that 
Taking z= 1 we get oo oo (7.8 we get (7. 11) It is easy to give a direct proof of (7.11). Put (8.1) R(n;t) = R(n;t) = S 7 (n,t). In the special case a = 0 = 0 we put
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. b nfk^7 -L Tr B<°f(x.y) (n>J).
Then we have and so on. For proof of the formulas in this section the reader is referred to [ 2 ] .
